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This symbol flags use of ‘baby’ or ‘toddler’ in the app description - the app
can be person-appropriate not age-appropriate. Ignore the word, it’s okay!
All previous Apps lists (6) since May 2020 are still available. For a copy,
send an e-mail to: flopmld@gmail.com
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I have put all of my multisensory education books on a website
to download for free. Visit the link below to access them:

https://sites.google.com/view/flolonghornsensorybooksfreedow/home
Here is a list of what is available. The ‘Sensology Workout’ book is very important,
‘waking up the senses’ so learning can be engaged!
Flo’s books:
 iPads, Apps and Special Learners (2012) - Way out of date but may be of
interest.
 Sensory Art for Very Special People (2010)
 The Sensology Workout: Waking Up the Senses (2007)
 Literacy for Very Special People (2001)
 Numeracy for Very Special People (2000)
 Sensory Drama for Very Special People (2000)
 Sex Education and Sexuality for Very Special People – A Sensory Approach
(1997)
 Sensory Cookery for Very Special People – A Practical Approach (1997)
 Enhancing Education Through the Use of Ultraviolet Light & Fluorescing
Materials (1997)
 Planning a Multisensory Massage Programme for Very Special People (1993)
 Prerequisites to Learning for Very Special People (1993)
 Religious Education for Very Special Children (1993)
 Sensory Science - National Curriculum for Very Special People (1993)


Planning a Sensory Curriculum and Sensory Banks for the Very Special Child - A
Practical Approach to Curriculum Planning (1984) (Yes, 1984 – my
first book on multisensory education, self-published 37 years ago
– never before distributed – now available for free!). A later
edited version was published as:
►►►►►►►


Sensory Curriculum for Very Special People - I do not have
publishing rights for this, but you can order on amazon.co.uk
or many bookshop sites or stores.
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FOUR MORE BOOKS FOR FREE DOWNLOAD FROM FLO LONGHORN
'Planning a Sensory Curriculum and Sensory Banks for the Very Special
Child: A Practical Approach to Curriculum Planning' - Flo Longhorn, 1984
'A Feast of Music: Music and Drama for All' – Volume One - Diane Haylor &
Sue Bradshaw with Flo Longhorn, 2005
'A Feast of Music: Music and Drama for All' – Volume Two - Diane Haylor &
Sue Bradshaw with Flo Longhorn, 2005
'Making Friends with Johanna: Communicating with Very Special People' Johanna de Haas and family, edited by Flo Longhorn, 2003

Download at:
https://sites.google.com/view/flolonghornsensorybooksfreedow/home
Edition Seven of “Apps for Very Special Learners”, September 2021.

Download at:
https://sites.google.com/view/flolonghornsensorybooksfreedow/home
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David Hockney uses the iPad art
app just like those used by very
special learners!

See ‘David Hockney
me draw on iPad’ on
YouTube.
Here he uses ‘the brushes’ app.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iM3lDgn8nM

Recent research on the impact of
digital media in art - interesting
reading for everyone. This is found at
Researchgate - details below.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/307977337_IMPLICATIONS_OF_NATI
ONAL_TRENDS_IN_DIGITAL_MEDIA_USE_FOR_ART_THERAPY_PRACTICE/link
/57d5664a08ae0c0081e8ba21/download
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Assessing Happiness
It is the beginning of a new
school/college year after a chaotic and
challenging time for everyone, I
thought it so important to start on a
positive footing for all. One of the most
important questions we ask ourselves
each day is ‘What makes me happy?’
Then we seek happiness!
There is an article (2021) I wrote about
happiness and very special learners. It
was written years before the first tablets appeared but is just as relevant. There is
no point in using a tablet or apps unless they are used in a good environment of learning.
This enables the learner to enjoy happy, satisfied learning, through the app experience.
Find the article on my website.

The original happiness audit document appears in my ‘Sensology for Very Special
People’ book (https://sites.google.com/view/flolonghornsensorybooksfreedow/home).
Over the years it has been clearly described and elaborated on by Julie King (New
Zealand) and Richard Hirstwood (UK). It is in use throughout New Zealand and the UK.
Here is the website for updates:
https://hirstwood.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Happiness-Audit-small.pdf
Another website of interest, with a toolkit for happiness and also
‘Quest for Learning’ materials (Northern Ireland).
https://www.spevi.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/King-Asensory-learning-toolkit.pdf
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The website below has a newsletter to keep YOU happy and is research based:
https://www.happinessresearchinstitute.com
Here are happiness music tracks by Pharrell Williams and Ken Dodd for a happy start
to anything … click on ‘Watch on You Tube’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6Sxv-sUYtM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4a5vaIsaxB8

And what about YOUR happiness?
Track Your Happiness (Free)
This app is a result of a doctoral thesis by Mathew Killingsworth at Oxford
University. Hear Matt speak about ‘happiness’ on TED Talks and get the
app at the links below.
https://www.ted.com/talks/matt_killingsworth_want_to_be_happier_stay_in_the_m
oment
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/track-your-happiness/id867266105
(Not on Android)
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Smart and Scruffy Targets Penny Lacey
Penny Lacey was a pioneer in UK special
education and still very much missed by
those who knew her. One of her outstanding contributions
to our understanding of the education of very special
learners, was her original work on ‘smart and scruffy
targets.’ Smart targets are seen as:
Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Realistic
Time-related
Penny took these very high-flyer precise targets and placed them in the context of
scruffy targets:
Student-led
Creative
Relevant
Unspecified
Fun
For
Youngsters (1-100 years old - comment by Flo)
As educators, this gives us the freedom to think outside-the-smart-box and use a
combination of SMART and SCRUFFY targets for any learner. To read more, have a
dip at the links below:
https://docplayer.net/139596033-Smart-and-scruffy-targets.html
The ‘SLD Experience’ magazine (no longer in circulation).
https://docplayer.net/139596033-Smart-and-scruffy-targets.html
And a tribute from PMLD Link magazine (in circulation).
https://www.pmldlink.org.uk/issue/leisure-and-pleasure/
Video – A presentation by Dave Hewitt from: Scruffy Targets, Meaningful Outcomes,
Inspiring Legacy Celebrating the life and work of Dr Penny Lacey, May 2017.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_lqb1kdp1s
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All of these apps are for very special learners who are beginning to engage in learning, and will
help them to:

Be a valued partner included in the world of exciting technology in 2021
Use simple apps
Have fun, excitement, and pleasure
Look
Pay attention
Focus on the screen
Listen

Watch and listen at the same time
Swipe randomly
Then up and down or side to side
Tapping with fingers
Then just a one finger tap
Drag on the screen
Pinch the screen
Engage on their own
Act independently, choosing what THEY want to play
Communicate
Follow a leisure-time pursuit.

Happy viewing and app-ing!

Flo Longhorn
September 2021
flopmld@gmail.com
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Enabling Environments - Tweaking Access to Tablets
Here are two of my favourite YouTube videos (they were made about ten years ago)
where very special learners are enabled by ingenious means, to have control and power
over their tablet. Jadon had spinal muscular atrophy. Jadon’s dad has fixed up a system
where Jadon can use his only free movement found in his feet, to use an iPad. The
amazing contraption also enables Jadon to see what his foot is doing with the tablet
and control the screen. Hats off to an amazing dad!
Jadon using the iPad with his foot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQKF7DBOp-M
Angel is in a school setting and playing the harp. She has her glasses on so she can look
at what she is playing on the tablet. Her limited movements are given freedom with the
use of homemade slings. These enable her useful fingers to play the harp. Hats off to
the inventors!
Angel plays the harp encore with glasses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aG5OkPVXJ1I
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Touch the Ladybug (Free) - cause and effect, tracking.
A very simple and effective introduction to cause and effect
or playing a game. The screen shows a ladybird (English
name!) randomly moving around the screen. When you tap the
ladybird her wings open, with a little bell sound, and she flies
away. The background is one colour, and the ladybird can be
clearly seen. That is all you need to attract attention and
start to initiate playing a game.
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/touch-the-ladybug/id680249935
(Not on Android)
Touch the Smiles (Free) - faces, single/multi-touch, tilt, emotions.
This app has faces but with different emotions.
Tap the screen and a little face appears and
bounces around. Multi-touch and lots appear to the
sound of a piano. Tilt the tablet and you have a pile
of faces falling down. There is an animated sound to each face. A
second games also appears with balls, no faces.
https://apps.apple.com/sg/app/touch-the-smiles/id867385044
Android details from: apkpure.com
https://m.apkpure.com/touch-the-smiles/net.facv.touchsmile
Insect Paradise! Moving Drawing 2 (Free) fun, insects, random
movement, cause and effect, great for students.
This is not for the fainthearted or those with an insect phobia! Tap
the empty screen and a well-drawn authentic insect will squeak,
appear and fly around the screen with sound effects. Tap some more
and different sorts appear until the screen is filled with squeaky
insects … WATCH OUT FOR THE TARANTULA! There is a side menu where you can
turn off the sounds. Lots of quirky touch and drag!
https://apps.apple.com/bs/app/insect-paradise-moving-drawing-2/id1220723927
Android details from: apkpure.com
https://m.apkpure.com/insect-paradise-moving-draw2/jp.ne.atech.android.insectparadise.free
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Baby-vision (Free) - stimulation, focus in/out.
This app provides a range of slow-moving B&W images
that move in and out/side to side/bigger to small. There
is no sound. Tap the home button and add colour which puts green
in spaces on the moving screen. I must say that I watched for a
while and became a little wobbly. I would not leave for viewing for
an indefinite time!
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/baby-vision/id717945203
(No Android version)
Easy Toppling Dominoes (Free - ignore the pizza ads!) - simple
game random tracking.
A very simple game when used in easy mode. Just drag finger or
fingers on the screen and up pop coloured dominoes. They then
make a very satisfying click as they fall in sequence. Have a box
of real dominoes ready to experiment with and enjoy the sound
and movement.
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/easy-toppling-dominoes/id949428569
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.monois.android.eduapp22&hl=en_
US&gl=US

AUMI (Free) - Adaptive Use Musical Instrument
Website: https://aumi.ku.edu/what-aumi (they have a newsletter).
This is an extraordinary app which has been developed by the
university of Kansas, over many years. It was originally begun for
people with profound disability so they could produce music with a variety of
instruments. Years of work has gone into this app for it to reach this level of availability
to anyone. Look at the website (ignore old reviews, it is excellent after further
development).
It can be used as an app on your tablet or, very exciting, on Mac or Windows.
Download the latest versions of AUMI for PC, Mac, and iOS at http://aumiapp.com.
It works with very limited movement with a range of instruments including guitar, piano,
violin, drum and so on.
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The musician using the app can choose whatever instrument they want, and then the
details of which movement they want to use is added to a tracker for motion, face,
colour, distance tech and so on. The screen can be set to details such as opacity and a
recording made of the created music. Phew, this is technology at its inclusive best.
Here is the one and only Richard Hirstwood with a short demo. Ignore previous reviews
of this app, they are way out of date. If Richard says it is great, it is great!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKk6gy_rCIQ
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/aumi/id647002265
(Not on Android)

Fun Chime (Free) - tap and create a
picture.
A step on from just tapping balls, tap
on this app and you create a good
sound effect with a flower, bee,
moon, worm, mushroom – all springing
to life on the screen. A little tap
story!
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/fun-chime/id935231758
(Not on Android)
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Baby Games for 1,2,3 year old (Free then in-app purchases).
The next stage for tappers - tap, tap and
an egg drops onto the screen. Tap away and cracks
appear. Suddenly a little green alien tumbles down
when the egg is broken. Click and look below!
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/baby-games-for-1-2-3-year-old/id507112674
(Not on Android)
Sling Games (Free) - tap and drag, simple game.
Play with the sound, music on or off. The sounds are bouncy and
fun. There is a selection of simple games. I could not do the
brick one, hmmmmm. You can play around at pulling cars, twinkly
stars, balls, bony skeletons, shaky bridges, and blocks in a
variety of different scenarios! Just tap and drag to play!

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/sling-games/id1059938274
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.monois.android.eduapp28&hl=en_
US&gl=US
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Hallelujah! (Free) - “Handel’s Messiah to go!”
This app is for the end of the week, on a Friday afternoon! Hallelujah!
It’s the weekend! Keep finger pressing for the hallelujah to keep on
going …
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/hallelujah/id368070936
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=buttontemplate.parkersoft.com.hallelu
jah&hl=en_GB&gl=US
Followed by the one and only Leonard Cohen singing “Hallelujah!” on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrLk4vdY28Q

Or a huge virtual choir (2000+) for a more spiritual
uplift!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akb0kD7EHIk

Wrong! (Free) – emotions.
Just the job for letting those around you know they are in the
WRONG! Press the button and it shouts out WRONG! Great for
students…

https://www.amazon.co.uk/BrennanMoyMedia-Wrong-Button/dp/B00AGT9AP6
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wrong-button/id368793118
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Lines! (Free) - structured shapes and lines.
This app, by Carl Gorringe, has very clear precise lines that move
colourfully around the screen. It is not interactive, it happens by
itself, like a screen saver. Try the classic button for sharper images.
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/lines/id390391751
(Not on Android)
Dog Piano (Free) - dogs, music, choice,
barks.
What choice for dog lovers! You can choose
the bark sound such as puppy whimper,
howling, growling, angry or just dog. There
is also the choice of dog, small, angry,
growling. I have just played ‘whimpering
puppy’ to my Labradors, and they are most distressed!

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dbd.dogpiano&hl=en_GB&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/dog-piano-free/id459219163

Vehicle Sounds for Babies Lite (Free - but worth
purchasing the rest - 36 images) - sounds, choice.
Good sounds and clear images. This is a
good app for inclusive viewing with
another child mentoring. Choice of
images to choose a vehicle, tap and the
image appears in full, with good sounds.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id547190127
(Not on Android)
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Touch and Connect Touch 2nd Edition (Free) - simple games,
pinch, touch, tap.
Three simple games all the way
from China.
Fireflies – A dark night
background
with
chirping
crickets. Tap, and glow flies appear flying around on
the screen. Tinkle noise as they appear.
Touch and Jump - Choose from little chicks or
gymnasts. A pile appears on the screen. Tap on a chick and it chirps and flies. Tap on a
gymnast and they click and tumble. Fun!
Stretch and Shrink – From an empty screen, pinch two fingers on the screen and lines
appear and move together.
https://apps.apple.com/jm/app/touch-connect-touch-2nd-edition-parent-childcommunication/id564676304
Android information:
https://www.mwallpapers.com/apps/education/564676304/download

Winter Snow Globe (Free) - story, simple animation.
Dashing through the snow, snowflakes and snowman - that is it!
Great on a sunny hot day with ice cubes and ice lollies!

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/winter-snow-globe/id293303969
(Not on Android)
My Baby Piano Lite (Free - can upgrade) - piano or drums
music.
Bright colours, good sound production with optional
drumbeats. Good size keyboard, fun to play and quite cheery.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dokdoapps.mybabypianopro&hl=en
&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/my-baby-piano/id492473054
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Noisy Book (Free) -

magic!

I found this app to be a magic one. As I spoke, sound effects
matched my words! Watch below:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=806028363148352
Visit the website: https://noisybook.com
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/noisy-book/id1474786858
(Not on Android)

‘The Noisy Book’ by Soledad Bravi (around £8).
This is not an app; it is a real book. A great, sturdy, hardpage book of pictures which encourage sounds to be made
for the image on the page. Well-illustrated and lots of
different sounds. (From book stores).

Talking Mats Lite (Free) –
communication.
This is a communication aid
that may not be useful for
those with very special requirements for communicating. But
good for people like Tom, he is seen here using a talking mat.
Tom is a great talker!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmNHy38L8lo
Worth a look at their website:
https://www.talkingmats.com/product/talking-mats-taster/
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Don’t forget the very useful charts from
Callscotland on Android and iPad apps.

iPad apps for learners with
complex
additional
support
needs (updated 2020).

An electronic version of this
chart can be downloaded from
the link below:

http://www.callscotland.org.uk/downloads/posters-and-leaflets
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